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Alfred Street Baptist Church,
Alexandria, Virginia, USA
Fixtures
■ 72 x Variable White Dazer Fixtures (36 x 5 Watt) �tted with Barn Doors; various beam  
 angles depending on location
■ 4 x RGBW Pancake Fixtures

The church produces a lot of video content and has an excellent "video on demand" link on 
their website.The choice of �xtures was critical to eliminate many video related problems.

The selection of Elektralite LED Fixtures was based on the following:
1 Extremely bright and very cost-effective compared to the alternatives.
2 Beam and �eld angles exceptional for a 5W LED Fixture. The vast majority of led  
 �xtures may have precise beam angles, but their �eld angles can double the actual  
 spread of light.
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3 The inclusion of amber LEDs with our 5 Watt high powered white LED allows for a  
 richer and deeper color rendering providing a variation in color temperature from  
 2800 to 6500K. Other products specifying a color temperature of 2800 to 6500 K lack  
 the output rendering the �xture useless except at close range (less than 20 feet). The  
 �xtures in this installation are 30 - 80 feet from the front of the stage.
4 Dazers are NTSC and PAL synchronized so no �ickering is caught on camera. The  
 choice of LEDS allows for either low or high contrast on camera and on  monitors.  
 This is another important point re video and leds. Our range of color temp and high  
 output allows that contrast to really jump out on the monitors. The output of the  
 �xture and contrast of the color temperature was also important because of the high  
 ambient light already in the sanctuary. Not only do windows provide a lot of ambient  
 light, but variation in ambient light, due to where the sun is at any particular time of  
 the day. 

Design Engineering and Installation by:-
Burketh Enterprises, LLC (dba IKBPAC)
14228 Cherry Lane Ct Laurel, MD 20707
Of�ce:  240-786-6427
Audio Visual company providing lighting, sound and video sales and installation.

Project Management 
Ivan Burketh


